
Dünya Varlık’s real estate appraisal process
expedited by Robusta RPA
Partnering with Robusta to expedite its real estate appraisal processes, Dünya
Varlik observed an 80% increase in processing time and success rates.

N E X T - G E N E R A T I O N  A U T O M A T I O N

F O R  F L A W L E S S

B U S İ N E S S  P R O C E S S E S



Robusta completed the Real Estate Appraisal

project which automated the previously

manual process overseen by appraisal

teams.

 

Robusta’s solution retrieves data from the

Parcel Inquiry System, coordinates from

Google Maps and overlays additional

information of near-by points-of-interests

such as hospitals, schools, bus stops, metro

stations, shopping malls. The cross-

referencing of prices from various real estate

websites, the analysis of the historical trends

and forecasts enabled higher success rates in

the novel appraisal processes.

 

100% developed in Turkey by Turkish

software engineers, Robusta RPA powered

this project which led to an 80% improvement

in processing time and success rates.

Robusta’s
Solution

Current State
Dünya Varlik has tens of employees working towards the appraisal of real estate acquired

as part of debt collection. Dünya Varlik utilizes a multitude of data sources such as their

own internal systems, the City Directory, Parcel Inquiry System, various real estate

websites to appraise the value of real estate properties in question.

 

Collecting data from numerous data sources, analyzing and interpreting these data to reach

meaningful conclusions, and transferring the compiled data to the internal systems were

the main stages of the Real Estate Appraisal process which used to be carried out

manually.

 

The size of the data, the intricacies of the interpretation processes and the manual nature

of the data collection implied the possibility of human errors and misjudgement.


